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Context

The CCS has given its approval for a project worth Rs 15,000 crore to develop India’s fifth-
generation AMCA, showing progress in the country’s own defence capabilities.

Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA)

India’s Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA) stands as a testament to the
nation’s ambition to bolster its defence capabilities through indigenous technological
advancements. 
As a fifth-generation fighter aircraft, the AMCA represents a significant leap in India’s
aerospace capabilities, promising enhanced stealth, manoeuvrability, and firepower.

Design and Features

Stealth Technology: At the forefront of AMCA’s capabilities there is stealth technology
where e4 radar cross-section and survivability are the key factors in a contested
airspace. The aircraft offers a level of stealth through the use of advanced composite
materials, serrated edges, and internal weapons bays designed to deny enemy radar
systems the ability to see the airplane.
Avionics and Sensors: By using a latest generation of avionics equipment, including
modern radar, electronic warfare systems and communication systems, AMCA is
furnished with advanced capabilities. These tubes give the pilot the overall fog of war
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information in real-time and to work effectively for both air-to-air and air-to-ground
missions.
Propulsion System: AMCA comes with a strong and smart propulsion system, one of
many reasons why it has the ability to fly at supersonic speeds and can even
manoeuvre in real battles. India is considering all of the outboard engine options, for
instance, national and international designs to power the AMCA.
Weaponry: The AMCA incorporates a multi-role armament setup to fulfil air dominance,
interception, and strike functions, thereby empowering it with superior beyond visual
range weaponry, precision-guided munitions, and standoff weapons. Such
diversification of roles encourages the aircraft to battle multiple dangers with high
efficiency and supreme impact in a single mission.

Key Aspects

The AMCA project goes on to draw attention to India’s endeavour to create its own
defensive technology once it called off the FGFA cooperative deal with Russia.
Without a doubt, as a fifth-generation combat aircraft, the AMCA with its low signature
will provide more and more ‘efficacy’ (the fitness or efficiency for doing or completing
that particular task) during combat.
It will have more innovative sensors and armament which will permit it to identify and
knock down enemy planes while remaining undetected itself. This will give it an
ultimate advantage over fourth generation fighters.

Significance of the recent Approval

Technological Advancement: India’s decision to go ahead with the project proves the
country’s intention to leap forward in its defence and technology. Technology. As an
aircraft of the fifth generation – the AMCA – possesses state-of-the-art capabilities such
as stealth features, advanced avionics, and unprecedented manoeuvrability, these
aspects which qualifies it as one of the finest fighter jets in the world.

Reduced Dependence on Imports: India has so far been characterised by the tradition
of purchasing arms from overseas which has brought on the issue of relying on
foreigners and supply chain vulnerabilities. The endeavour to invest in AMCA will
further decrease the Indian country’s dependence on the import of defence items and
help promote self-sufficiency in vital defence technologies.

Strategic Autonomy: Developing the indigenous AMCA may lead to strategic autonomy
that is desirable for India in terms of its defence planners. Through mastering the
production and management process from the beginning to the end of its lifecycle,
India will be able to customise the fighter plane assigned for the AMCA mission which
will grow in strength and ease as counter-threats emerge.

Boost to Indigenous Defense Industry: By producing the AMCA project, the ‘Rendence
India’ will have a huge breakthrough to India’s indigenous manufacturing and defence
sector. This network of partnerships will allow the government agencies, research
institutes, and private companies to share knowledge and creativity leading to
innovation, jobs, and technological growth within the country.



Enhanced Defence Capabilities: When the AMCA comes into operation, This will greatly
empower India to have air superiority and thus to win in the air warfares that are
competing wars. The aircraft with its advanced features and fire power will endow the
Indian Air Force enough to do a deterrence and respond which makes the nation’s
posture defencely confident.

Conclusion

The development of the AMCA represents a significant milestone in India’s defence
manufacturing, demonstrating their dedication to advancing technology and modernising
their military. The AMCA’s advanced abilities and stealth features are expected to
revolutionise aerial warfare and solidify India’s reputation as a powerful player in global
defence.
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UPSC Prelims Practice Question

Q.What is the primary objective of India’s Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA)
project?

   a. Enhancing maritime surveillance capabilities
   b. Developing a next-generation tank
   c. Strengthening indigenous defence capabilities
   d. Improving satellite communication systems

Ans – “c”
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